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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Challenge: 1 librarian, 13 STEM focused departments that need research, 
instruction, and collections support

Solution: Maximize impact and minimize the amount of time spent by 
collecting and analyzing curricular and research data from the College of 
Engineering & Computer Science (ECS) at Syracuse University. Use Excel and 
Tableau to create meaningful visualizations of the data and begin formulating 
an evidence based outreach plan. 

Outcome: Move away from a reactionary based service model to a data 
driven, evidence based approach. Reach more students, connect with key 
faculty researchers, and save time. 

DATA COLLECTION
Create an Excel spreadsheet with the following data

(See OSF for project metadata files: https://osf.io/485kn/)

Curricular/Instruction Focused Data

All required courses within the College of Engineering & Computer Science (ECS)
• Course numbers
• Course names
• Course descriptions
• Affiliated majors
• Affiliated departments
• Instructor name when available
• Anticipated year of completion

Data quantification
• Required by college 
• Number of majors requiring the course 
• Description matches information literacy framework                                        

& ABET standards - use to filter results 
• Required by both majors w/in a department
• Specialty course (capstone/intro course) 
• Sum of Rank of Courses

Research Focused  Data

Full time ECS Faculty
• Faculty name
• Faculty department 
• Has a research grant
• Leads a research group
• h-index
• Courses taught
• Title/Role

INSTRUCTION PLANNING

PROS & CONS OF TABLEAU PUBLIC

RESEARCH PLANNING

OUTCOMES & NEXT STEPS
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College Focused Approach

After ranking and analyzing the required courses in ECS, 12 courses were 
identified as having the most impact (students reached, intro or capstone 
course, description aligns with the information literacy framework). If I worked 
with these courses, I would reach students in all ECS majors, and see most of 
them in each year of study.  

Tree plot of the majors covered by the 12 most impactful courses

Data quantification
• Amount of research grant
• Size of research group
• Research productivity
• Holds a special title/role

Department Focused Approach

To determine which courses would allow me to connect with the highest 
percentage of students in a department during different years of study, I created 
a Tableau bubble chart for courses in Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 
(MAE). A filter was applied to the bubble chart excluding courses that were not 
required by all majors in the department. If implementing and information 
literacy plan for the department I would select a course from each year, and add 
in the capstone courses (2), for each major in the department.    

Courses taken by all majors in the MAE Department

Faculty in ECS with a high research output, grant, & research group

At a research university, a large portion of a subject liaison’s role is supporting 
faculty and graduate student research. To better understand which faculty have 
a large research presence (grant funding, lead a research group, above average 
h-index) in the college, a bar graph was created in Tableau depicting the faculty 
with the highest research “score”. The graph is currently filtered to show only 
faculty who lead a research group and have grant funding. 

Cons
• Workaround needed for 

exporting viz as a PDF or image
• Clunky text editing
• Intermediate to advanced 

designs require coding
• Can’t make data private

Pros
• Free software & cloud storage
• Easily share data & info online
• Create & embed interactive 

visualizations
• Pull data from different Excel 

workbooks & sheets then link 
them together in the same viz

References/Data Sources – See OSF – http://osf.io/485kn/

Next Steps
• Map college/library level outcomes                   

to the outcomes for courses                         
identified as high impact in ECS                            
(course level outcomes obtained from        
SU’s Office of Institutional Research)

• Combine outputs from the data analysis        
to formulate  a comprehensive, evidence 
based outreach  plan for instruction & 
research support in ECS                 

ECS Course Description Matching with 
ABET & Info Lit Framework 
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